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and good morning welcome to ask the                                             
theologian i saw the light i hope                                               
indeed you saw the light to have seen                                           
the light                                                                       
if not maybe we'll help you this morning                                        
to see the light that would be a good                                           
thing welcome to ask the theologian on                                          
this thursday                                                                   
a delight to have you with us as we take                                        
your                                                                            
biblical theological and uh                                                     
worldview questions what have you got                                           
oops                                                                            
about that there we go uh                                                       
uh oh that you know we'll go we'll go                                           
there at the end of the program it just                                         
automatically uh uh transferred forward                                         
to a hank williams senior version of i                                          
saw the light so                                                                
stay tuned more light to come                                                   
that is i saw the light who are we                                              
listening to there uh let's                                                     
uh let's see that was the                                                       
uh bird yeomans bird yeomans and now                                            
we're going                                                                     
come on not yet hank that's hank                                                
williams senior we'll get at the end i                                          
saw the light                                                                   
stay tuned put aside the elevator music                                         
and come in with some banjo music right                                         
nancy that's the way to go                                                      
and so uh we are ready for your                                                 
questions                                                                       
today let's see yesterday renee had a                                           
question                                                                        
the question was many claim that                                                
christmas has pagan                                                             
beginnings which seems to fly against                                           
the name of the holiday christ mass                                             
is there anything wrong with celebrating                                        
christmas my favorite holiday                                                   
i uh clearly we will get into this as we                                        
come further uh into the holiday season                                         
uh i think that the idea of                                                     
christmas as a pagan holiday came up uh                                         
with uh a fella back in the 1800s that                                          
wrote some stuff that was                                                       
based upon junk science if you will                                             
and it's uh                                                                     
it then was repeated ten thousand times                                         
we talked about the big lie the other                                           
day that uh happened to be uh                                                   
adolf hitler not uh marx that i was                                             
attributing it to                                                               
uh sorry to give lies to the wrong liar                                         
um and you repeat it enough times and                                           
yeah it's true christmas has a pagan                                            



origin christmas has a pagan origin                                             
christmas has a pagan origin christmas                                          
has a pagan origin                                                              
oh i guess christmas must have a pagan                                          
origin do you know that                                                         
uh trees were in jeremiah                                                       
and god said cut down those trees huh                                           
suspicion i guess christmas has a pagan                                         
origin and those                                                                
who do not actually uh follow the                                               
science                                                                         
they will carry it they will parrot it                                          
and then others will be thoroughly                                              
committed to it and they'll ruin a good                                         
holiday in celebration of                                                       
christ's birth so i think we ought to                                           
celebrate christ's birth                                                        
i think we ought to do it at uh in                                              
december i don't think christmas has a                                          
pagan                                                                           
origin so we will uh uh                                                         
certainly no doubt get into that renee                                          
had another question uh also yesterday                                          
is there any biblical evidence that                                             
solomon repented                                                                
ultimately or will we see him in heaven                                         
actually i am going to um                                                       
to change your question a little bit i                                          
do not think that the bible                                                     
tells us about who is saved in the old                                          
testament                                                                       
because in the old testament it was a                                           
different dispensation                                                          
so that a person didn't come to accept                                          
jesus                                                                           
christ as their savior and they died and                                        
went to heaven                                                                  
we have none of that in the old                                                 
testament in fact we don't have that                                            
until paul                                                                      
paul becomes the prototype the first one                                        
the tupas the example                                                           
in first timothy chapter 1 verse 15 and                                         
16                                                                              
and solomon was before that so solomon                                          
is                                                                              
judged upon the law and uh                                                      
upon the dispensation of the law and he                                         
will be judged                                                                  
at the end of time as it relates to                                             
coming                                                                          
into the kingdom so that'll be the next                                         
time that i said saul                                                           
uh saul solomon whichever one you talk                                          
about it doesn't really matter                                                  
that is uh what we have there so i think                                        
we have to be careful not to take                                               
our salvation and relate it to those in                                         
the old testament                                                               
and in fact i think we could say will i                                         
see solomon when                                                                
assuming there's not a rapture will i                                           



see solomon when i die and go to heaven                                         
no because solomon is in shield right                                           
now and he is going to be in shield                                             
until the second coming                                                         
and uh the time that the uh                                                     
rapture excuse me the second coming and                                         
then                                                                            
into the kingdom and maybe we will see                                          
solomon there                                                                   
i think there's probably some indication                                        
that uh we will but it really is based                                          
upon the lord's judgment based upon                                             
uh that dispensation under which saul                                           
was at the time now if you're a classic                                         
dispensationalist you just started                                              
foaming at the mouth because you say i'm                                        
a dispensationalist all dispensations                                           
are the same                                                                    
this is what classic dispensationalists                                         
do i'm a dispensationalist                                                      
every dispensation has been exactly the                                         
same in terms of faith                                                          
that is not dispensationalism that's                                            
covenant theology                                                               
call it what you want dispensationalism                                         
with a capital d                                                                
if you'd like if you do not have                                                
a change in the manner in which                                                 
god deals with men women boys and girls                                         
you don't have a dispensational change                                          
and                                                                             
indeed when it comes to paul god changed                                        
the way                                                                         
that he deals with men women boys and                                           
girls                                                                           
and especially in how that                                                      
individual is saved                                                             
so i appreciate your good uh                                                    
question there um                                                               
and uh keith i like your question anyone                                        
tased or arrested                                                               
at uh middle school football games                                              
lately for wearing a mask how about                                             
singing hymns in public                                                         
yesterday uh i saw i don't know when it                                         
took place                                                                      
that in moscow idaho i guess                                                    
appropriately named um                                                          
there were some                                                                 
individual uh individuals                                                       
who were arrested let me                                                        
find a good one here we'll go to the                                            
washington                                                                      
sentinel i don't know anything about the                                        
washington no that's a                                                          
well yeah that's that works the                                                 
washington sentinel christians                                                  
arrested while singing hymns                                                    
look at that thug absolute                                                      
thug being arrested because he's singing                                        
now first of all let me say                                                     
that there's been a lot of yak yak                                              



about the danger of singing                                                     
there is no science to back that up                                             
uh in fact when you look at the science                                         
you find                                                                        
it's junk they are they are                                                     
building this argument don't sing don't                                         
sing don't sing you're gonna                                                    
die if you sing you're gonna die die                                            
die and everybody else is too                                                   
there's no science to back it up and                                            
there's actually science that says                                              
it's bunk but we just listen to all that                                        
we just listen we swallow the kool-aid                                          
we go along with it                                                             
and i think we should question the                                              
assumptions all the way around                                                  
by the way did you see i'll get back to                                         
this story in a minute but did you also                                         
see                                                                             
that i saw on the news just the other                                           
day i posted it on it on my own facebook                                        
i saw on the news the other day our i                                           
think it was our local news but it                                              
possibly could have been some national                                          
news                                                                            
seven people died from a wedding seven                                          
people are                                                                      
dead now because they gathered together                                         
at a wedding                                                                    
in a church those evil people are                                               
killing people because they're gathering                                        
in weddings                                                                     
now you find out that there is                                                  
absolutely no truth to it                                                       
whatsoever they're tying                                                        
deaths utterly unrelated                                                        
hundreds of miles away not even knowing                                         
anybody                                                                         
to this little wedding in the church i                                          
predict                                                                         
that that those of us                                                           
who still gather in a church                                                    
are going to be painted as                                                      
killers you can burn down somebody's                                            
business that's fine                                                            
uh you can shoot cops that's fine but                                           
go to church oh you have utter                                                  
disregard for life go ahead stick saline                                        
in a baby and                                                                   
let it die that's fine and if it happens                                        
to be born alive                                                                
bunk it on the head with a hammer oh                                            
that's fine                                                                     
but go to church you're a killer you're                                         
an absolute killer                                                              
now this is what we really are up                                               
against so here's this guy                                                      
in moscow idaho and he's arrested while                                         
singing hymns                                                                   
uh and uh there was you know some kind                                          
of a hymn sing a psalm sing they called                                         
it                                                                              



uh by 150 people uh in mos                                                      
at the moscow city hall led to three                                            
arrests i don't know i haven't read the                                         
rest of the article                                                             
uh there uh through that and uh what                                            
happened                                                                        
but i guess you know he wasn't wearing a                                        
mask                                                                            
or something or he he was five foot                                             
you know only five feet not six feet uh                                         
to someone and uh and and therefore he                                          
is                                                                              
he's a killer he's dangerous to society                                         
get him off the streets uh                                                      
i don't know it just makes me want to                                           
sing hymns in moscow idaho                                                      
uh might make a trip moscow i think i've                                        
been near there                                                                 
it's kind of kind of a pretty place                                             
idaho's pretty anyway we could find a                                           
pretty place in idaho to go to                                                  
and you know sing some hymns barefaced                                          
might be fun uh and then there was a                                            
lady uh                                                                         
junior high keith uh mentions this a                                            
junior high uh                                                                  
she was at a junior high football game i                                        
think and she was tased                                                         
tased for not wearing a mask                                                    
uh and you know there are there are                                             
studies pre-covered                                                             
scientific studies in peer-reviewed                                             
journals since that's the gold standard                                         
that                                                                            
say that mask wearing                                                           
is utterly useless for stopping bacteria                                        
and viral little that's what they said                                          
they studied this not                                                           
having nothing to do with covid they                                            
studied it for flu                                                              
they studied it for uh even surgery                                             
the reason that a surgeon wears a mask                                          
is                                                                              
not to stop bacteria nor is it to stop                                          
viruses it's to stop him from slobbering                                        
into your open heart that's that's the                                          
only purpose so                                                                 
hey you know if you don't want to                                               
slobber on somebody wear a mask                                                 
but uh but honestly if you know again                                           
the big lie                                                                     
says he won't follow the science he                                             
won't follow he has an                                                          
utter disregard for science and yet they                                        
have an utter disregard for science and                                         
they say it over and over and over and                                          
over and over again that it must be true                                        
if we don't wear a mask we are killers                                          
and it's going to come they're going to                                         
use this                                                                        
against going to church and against uh                                          
singing hymns to god because that's who                                         



they hate they hate god and they hate                                           
christians                                                                      
you know you can call me a loon on this                                         
if you want to you can say                                                      
you're ignoring the science dr falchi                                           
who said don't wear a mask don't wear a                                         
mask the science says don't wear a mask                                         
oh wait a minute uh this will stop                                              
christians wear a mask                                                          
you are you have utter disregard for                                            
life if you don't wear a mask                                                   
uh i saw i talked to our mayor by the                                           
way                                                                             
uh our mayor uh put in uh                                                       
um draconian kind of measures of a                                              
curfew can't go out after 10 o'clock                                            
talcino's get in your home you're                                               
spreading a virus you're killing people                                         
i called the mayor i said mayor that's a                                        
power play                                                                      
what in the world you doing he said what                                        
is it you don't understand about saving                                         
lives                                                                           
i said you our state legislature                                                
slater voted for baby killing and you're                                        
talking to me                                                                   
about saving lives you are far                                                  
leftists on killing babies he has killed                                        
more people                                                                     
through that legislation than anybody                                           
wearing a mask                                                                  
talk about stupid but we're the ones                                            
we're the ones i mean where                                                     
are you gonna you know get arrested this                                        
this                                                                            
guy right here i mean look at him in his                                        
white privilege                                                                 
singing hymns not wearing a mask                                                
okay you want to go to something                                                
theological                                                                     
that's your program you uh you put the                                          
issues on there let's                                                           
see what you've got other things that                                           
you've got today                                                                
let's go to jim uh who says                                                     
since lifeway sold word search to logos                                         
let's stop right there a little bit                                             
lifeway the uh publishing arm of the                                            
southern baptist convention                                                     
um owned word search i think they bought                                        
word search a number of years ago now                                           
they sold word search                                                           
uh it is a logos type program                                                   
life way is                                                                     
i think struggling i assume struggling                                          
nothing in the southern baptist                                                 
convention is very upfront financially                                          
so it's kind of hard to tell                                                    
and all southern baptist entities have                                          
hundreds of millions of dollars in the                                          
bank                                                                            
every one of them hundreds of millions                                          



maybe even to the billion in the bank                                           
so they can ride the thing a long time                                          
but they sold life well they sold word                                          
search to log us i don't know how much                                          
they sold it for any of that stuff i'm                                          
sure                                                                            
maybe some of that you could find it but                                        
they sold it to logos                                                           
now back to the question lifewise sold                                          
word search logos logos is providing                                            
some training from mp seminars                                                  
i took one of the live questions                                                
yesterday and answered a lot of                                                 
questions                                                                       
mp seminars offers several free trips                                           
free tips on their website no free trips                                        
but there are some free tips                                                    
on the website do you think our group                                           
might benefit from their website yeah                                           
mp seminars morris proctor is what mp is                                        
for                                                                             
he started at morris proctor seminars                                           
he started independently i believe                                              
morris proctor he                                                               
is the logos expert and                                                         
now probably the word search expert then                                        
his company expanded and i think they                                           
got bought out by logos as well                                                 
i don't think it's independent uh now                                           
but mpseminars.com does give                                                    
some good training on how to use logos                                          
uh                                                                              
and uh so yeah it's worthy of uh                                                
checking that out                                                               
and uh i would uh definitely                                                    
do that um okay                                                                 
uh thank you jim for that by the way                                            
this is                                                                         
thursday you know what happens on                                               
thursday as we study the book of ezekiel                                        
and we look forward to doing that                                               
tonight at 7 00 pm                                                              
mountain time i'll be right here                                                
teaching the book of ezekiel hope you'll                                        
join us                                                                         
and then tomorrow night we have tomorrow                                        
night the taos                                                                  
prophecy conference and you can find                                            
info                                                                            
at taos pro taos fbc dot                                                        
o r g slash prophecy and                                                        
uh here you'll get uh the information uh                                        
for all of that housefbc.org                                                    
prophecy by the way uh later today and                                          
then through the weekend we will be                                             
putting up                                                                      
um the powerpoints and any downloads                                            
that are available for that i'm excited                                         
about it i'm looking forward to that                                            
several people already coming into town                                         
for that and be a part of that uh with                                          
us if you can't come to town                                                    



then we pray for you but you can watch                                          
it                                                                              
same place you're watching right here                                           
facebook youtube randy white ministries                                         
uh wherever it is                                                               
and uh we will look forward to having                                           
you                                                                             
available for uh that okay                                                      
um and uh                                                                       
let's see do from bev up in wisconsin                                           
uh do you know of                                                               
the healthy american dot                                                        
o-r-g uh i don't                                                                
but i'm about to let's uh see here bev                                          
always has uh some                                                              
good insight let's see did i do that                                            
right it says website expired                                                   
uh healthy american                                                             
dot o r g                                                                       
uh let's try uh dot com here                                                    
um and see if that uh does it                                                   
um                                                                              
you gotta put okay the uh t-h-e                                                 
uh thank you corey                                                              
yes there we go right there we the                                              
people freedom over fear                                                        
none of them are wearing a mask and look                                        
how close they are                                                              
they're smiling as they have an utter                                           
disregard                                                                       
most of them are pretty white this must                                         
be a white privilege website                                                    
let's uh see what we've got here uh                                             
the healthy american meetup groups uh                                           
interesting standing for truth and                                              
freedom we all need uh hands on deck to                                         
fight the growing tyranny in our country                                        
i agree with this peggy hall the healthy                                        
american speaking before the oc board of                                        
uh supervisors on the final pitch pit                                           
push to get the mask mandate repealed                                           
i'm not sure what uh oc or orange county                                        
uh california uh and                                                            
was repealed the following day that's                                           
interesting i'll have to                                                        
check into that and follow some of that                                         
it's time to stop asking the government                                         
for your god-given rights                                                       
amen you know uh the rights that we have                                        
given away as american citizens                                                 
in the last number of months but even in                                        
the last number of years                                                        
uh you could easily go                                                          
a lot of them to 911 and the rights we                                          
gave up there                                                                   
and then the rights that we gave up the                                         
further rights we gave up but                                                   
travel rights and even in these days                                            
you know the right to go out after 10                                           
p.m                                                                             
the rights that we have given up the                                            
the rights that we have given up even if                                        



the science is behind out let's let's                                           
make an assumption let's make the                                               
assumption that                                                                 
uh we have an airborne virus that comes                                         
out of our nose floats around up to six                                         
feet                                                                            
let's go eight feet it floats around                                            
eight feet uh                                                                   
you walk by you breathe it in and you                                           
got it and you're gonna die                                                     
even if that's true i haven't seen the                                          
science on it and i've looked                                                   
but even if that's true                                                         
the non-legislated                                                              
mandates and in most cases                                                      
even the legislated mandates which are                                          
very few normally it's more by                                                  
dictatorial governances                                                         
the legislated mandates                                                         
uh we should                                                                    
again i'm making the assumption all the                                         
science is true                                                                 
you're going to breathe that particle                                           
you're going to be dead                                                         
even with that we should not                                                    
allow the tyranny that we've got in the                                         
united states today                                                             
we should not allow that kind of                                                
the kinds of restriction that have been                                         
given to                                                                        
businesses and to persons uh in our                                             
society today                                                                   
in which literally we have a society in                                         
which                                                                           
you cannot go to a football game                                                
go to the city hall and sing go to                                              
church go to a restaurant you                                                   
can not do it legally                                                           
unless the governess                                                            
gives you a permission slip                                                     
she is the one that decides                                                     
in the 1970s we wouldn't have put                                               
up with this for a new york minute                                              
we would have said we are adults                                                
we are free individuals we can decide                                           
for ourselves whether we're going to                                            
breathe in poisons and die                                                      
but we we adopted this nanny state issue                                        
along the way                                                                   
and we succumb to the nanny state and we                                        
bow down to the nanny state                                                     
and uh you know little uh buttercups and                                        
tulips out there uh                                                             
think that the government has got to                                            
protect us i remember                                                           
years and years ago this probably was in                                        
the 80s                                                                         
and i was concerned about it then in the                                        
80s i                                                                           
there was a big move because banks                                              
started charging to use an                                                      
atm and uh                                                                      



uh prior to that you know you use the                                           
atm for free                                                                    
prior to that there wasn't an atm and                                           
you actually got to see a person                                                
but the atm come along you stuck your                                           
card in there beginning in the 80s                                              
and uh these things went and then all of                                        
a sudden the banks started charging a                                           
dollar                                                                          
no i think it's 350 wasn't it but then                                          
it was a dollar they would charge you a                                         
dollar to use the atm that belonged to                                          
somebody else                                                                   
and when they started this ah there was                                         
an                                                                              
uproar you know how dare they                                                   
and even conservatives were saying                                              
there should be a law against this                                              
and i immediately said heavens no                                               
the last thing we need is                                                       
governments coming in telling banks                                             
whether or not they can charge a dollar                                         
for this particular service                                                     
if you don't want to pay a dollar find                                          
you a different bank or a different atm                                         
it's not a matter of the government                                             
and yet the government the the                                                  
conservatives even again                                                        
because they wanted their dollar how                                            
dare they                                                                       
charge me a dollar for doing this and                                           
that                                                                            
200 000 machine and                                                             
and we brought it on ourselves where the                                        
government's got to protect                                                     
us from some business taking an extra                                           
dollar                                                                          
and you know it's been downhill from                                            
there and slowly we just give up our                                            
rights                                                                          
and now when you think about it it's                                            
actually                                                                        
frightening when you begin to think                                             
about all of the rights that we have                                            
given up                                                                        
to the government and as you know                                               
there's no way to get them back i i                                             
don't know                                                                      
uh if it will ever come to                                                      
uh to to uh sanity now                                                          
in our personal freedoms uh and                                                 
the uh the the the                                                              
unbelievable manner in which uh to go i                                         
picked that up off the website                                                  
it's time to stop asking the government                                         
for god-given rights                                                            
the growing tyranny is accelerating and                                         
alarming place                                                                  
at the the healthy american we focus on                                         
connection education                                                            
out uh action uh check all that                                                 
uh out uh looks looks like um                                                   



an interesting um uh                                                            
good deal out of san clemente california                                        
that's in the neighborhood of uh                                                
president nixon's home or was that where                                        
he retired to san clemente um                                                   
somewhere about uh there is born in                                             
yorba linda is that near san clemente                                           
i'm not sure                                                                    
some of you californians can tell me                                            
probably over there somewhere near                                              
rancho cucamonga ah                                                             
let's see do you think that                                                     
saul and david are on the same side                                             
this is utter speculation                                                       
god chose saul to be the king remember                                          
it says that                                                                    
the people didn't choose saul god chose                                         
saul                                                                            
but it tells us that he chose saul                                              
because he wanted them to have a bad                                            
king                                                                            
and and um                                                                      
god made a pretty good selection there                                          
to give him                                                                     
them a bad king they thought he was                                             
wonderful you know because he was tall                                          
dark and handsome and                                                           
sounded kingly when he tweeted he                                               
didn't um have tweets that you know were                                        
unbecoming of a king but                                                        
all of his policies were unbecoming of a                                        
king                                                                            
and especially of the king of god's uh                                          
people                                                                          
uh david then was a man after god's own                                         
heart                                                                           
so i think if you go just by the                                                
biblical contrast between saul and david                                        
you would have to say they are in a                                             
different place in sheol                                                        
that is again my speculation i'm not the                                        
judge on                                                                        
who goes where in sheol and nobody goes                                         
to shield today                                                                 
kind of uh the lake of fire is the                                              
ultimate destination                                                            
hell is uh really uh this place of                                              
torment is                                                                      
is shield so i really shouldn't say that                                        
believers                                                                       
go to heaven to be absent from the body                                         
as to be uh present with the lord                                               
and so she'll today uh                                                          
is those who go into shield today anyway                                        
go into a place of torment                                                      
um but that was not uh part of your                                             
question                                                                        
um in uh there and uh from yesterday                                            
what is sheila what no that's a question                                        
from today what is sheila like                                                  
uh we don't know much the word hell the                                         
english word hell                                                               



actually came from or originally it                                             
meant                                                                           
unknown hell is the unknown                                                     
and sheol is just the beyond                                                    
the grave past the veil                                                         
we cannot see it as well so                                                     
we don't know what uh what is like it's                                         
uh it's an unknown to us it's kind of uh                                        
if i can use a                                                                  
a different illustration it's kind of                                           
like a black hole                                                               
what's it like within a black hole we                                           
don't know uh we know that black holes                                          
are out there but we don't know what to                                         
like inside                                                                     
you know maybe like i dream of genie and                                        
you know living in the little bottle in                                         
there i don't know what it's like                                               
inside a black hole uh in shield as well                                        
we have a few                                                                   
glimpses is all that we have there                                              
uh and are unable to uh                                                         
to see beyond so now we see through a                                           
glass darkly                                                                    
and then we shall see face                                                      
to face a lot of you out there i'm                                              
seeing on the chat box a lot of you out                                         
there i've talked to several of you in                                          
the last few days too have had                                                  
rain and rain and rain and rain and rain                                        
from                                                                            
what was it tropical storm beta that uh                                         
went through                                                                    
there's uh judy with eight to ten inches                                        
of rain                                                                         
over a couple of days cooler temps in                                           
the 80s                                                                         
oh you mean like july temperatures                                              
in taos new mexico we're here it's                                              
beautiful and we haven't had much rain                                          
but our skies haven't been as blue as                                           
they normally are this time of year                                             
and uh that has to do                                                           
with um                                                                         
smoke from california but it's getting                                          
better uh                                                                       
getting better uh let's                                                         
see here uh                                                                     
um barbara kane good to see you                                                 
my old kaufman texas friend please                                              
review or comment on the books the                                              
circle maker and draw the circle by mark                                        
batterson i know they're not good but i                                         
need specific logical biblical reasons                                          
uh just saying it's not good to someone                                         
who's been convinced is the uh                                                  
key to get uh to uh is                                                          
is the key to get what you want to do                                           
i've read all that wrong but                                                    
what barbara said is you can't just say                                         
it doesn't it's not good                                                        
you're exactly right you uh cannot you                                          



know i think that                                                               
uh let me first of all say if you just                                          
uh                                                                              
go on the computer and put let's say                                            
randy white                                                                     
the circle maker i think                                                        
we'll be able to find yes                                                       
the circle maker review here                                                    
is a a shorter review two minutes and 16                                        
seconds that that has 6.7 000 views or                                          
the circle maker expose which is two                                            
hours and                                                                       
18 minutes which has 5.4 thousand                                               
in and uh here the first one the                                                
circlemaker review randy white                                                  
ministries this is old so it may not pop                                        
up                                                                              
quite quite correctly um                                                        
and it doesn't have all the information                                         
there this looks like this was the                                              
registration for uh coming                                                      
into that so i would go to this youtube                                         
right here if you've got two                                                    
hours and 18 minutes and 12 seconds                                             
you could skip the 12 seconds probably                                          
but do the two hours and 18 minutes                                             
if you don't have that go to the two                                            
minutes                                                                         
and 16 seconds and                                                              
uh listen to that but                                                           
uh the circle maker let's check                                                 
this one right here no that one doesn't                                         
work because again these are quite old                                          
and sometimes                                                                   
we change systems and the old ones don't                                        
carry over                                                                      
but the circle maker as many of you know                                        
mark matterson wrote                                                            
this book probably i'm going to guess 10                                        
years now                                                                       
based on a legend and it                                                        
basically says let's demand god                                                 
do stuff and we're going to put a circle                                        
around ourselves                                                                
and we're not getting out of that circle                                        
until                                                                           
god meets our demands                                                           
and god is going to act he                                                      
is going to do what we want him to do                                           
because he has to because                                                       
we've drawn a circle now                                                        
when you go through the circlemaker and                                         
you'll see this uh again                                                        
in uh the uh the                                                                
two hour and eighteen minute or the two                                         
uh minute and sixteen second                                                    
uh uh reviews there when you                                                    
uh do all that what you're going to see                                         
is                                                                              
that it is um                                                                   
uh honestly                                                                     
mark batterson you wonder if he ever                                            



read the bible                                                                  
when you read it i know he's a preacher                                         
at some big church in                                                           
the washington dc area uh but                                                   
i remember he talks about the promise of                                        
the quail that's a quote the par                                                
the promise of the quail and he's                                               
talking about                                                                   
god sending meat and he totally skips                                           
the part                                                                        
that that was a curse upon them they                                            
got sick and what thousands of them                                             
died because they insisted god send                                             
quail god said okay you want you want                                           
meat i'll send you meat and they got                                            
sick and died from it                                                           
this was during the wilderness period                                           
and the purpose of the wilderness period                                        
was to kill a lot of people quickly                                             
i got 40 years to do 38                                                         
years really uh to do away with it with                                         
uh                                                                              
everyone from 20 years up and upward in                                         
20 years the the                                                                
age i believe it was so                                                         
uh you know just imagine if uh                                                  
in 38 years from now nobody who is over                                         
20                                                                              
was alive that would mean in the next 38                                        
years there would be death and                                                  
destruction like you've never seen                                              
before                                                                          
that's what the wilderness period is                                            
really all about it's just about                                                
you know all the plagues and all the                                            
things that came about to kill off                                              
all those people so that you just had                                           
the 20                                                                          
those who were 20 and younger at that                                           
point                                                                           
and the quail was one of the ways that                                          
that was used and yet he                                                        
takes it completely as this wonderful                                           
blessing and gift from god and i just                                           
want to say mark                                                                
do you ever open a bible or do you just                                         
make stuff up the connections he's got                                          
in there when you begin to read him it's                                        
literally somewhere around here i've got                                        
my marked up copy of the circle maker                                           
and it's literally page after page after                                        
page                                                                            
after page in the circle maker in which                                         
he                                                                              
misuses scripture altogether now when                                           
you read the scripture                                                          
the circle maker if you're not                                                  
discerning                                                                      
that wouldn't be any of you but if an                                           
if an undiscerning person who just                                              
really is                                                                       
grasping for any kind of hope in in our                                         



hopeless world then it's this                                                   
encouraging book that says hey                                                  
there have been people in the past who                                          
really had some power with god                                                  
and we can be those kind of people today                                        
and then                                                                        
you get places like lifeway who jump on                                         
the bandwagon                                                                   
why cha-ching                                                                   
because it sells not because it's                                               
biblical not because they've got an                                             
editor over there that's looking and                                            
saying                                                                          
you know is there any promise of the                                            
quail in the bibles                                                             
and but because it sells and life way in                                        
all the bookstores they would just sell                                         
it because it sells that's why                                                  
and and then it becomes a                                                       
self-fulfilling prophecy if you will it                                         
sell                                                                            
they sell it because it sells and it                                            
sells because they sell it                                                      
and not only do they sell it but                                                
then they make uh they                                                          
market it to death you got circle maker                                         
caps and circle maker pens and circle                                           
maker highlighters and circlemaker                                              
jerseys and circle maker for kids and                                           
circle maker for women and circle maker                                         
for men                                                                         
and circle maker for dummies and you                                            
know you get all the                                                            
uh circle maker uh issue                                                        
uh you know just uh a a a good publisher                                        
will beat it into the ground uh                                                 
as much as possible because it sells                                            
and if we look up again just                                                    
the circle maker and let's leave randy                                          
white's name off of it here                                                     
and uh take a look uh for the circle                                            
maker                                                                           
uh here uh                                                                      
let's see you can get the audio book uh                                         
here's thecirclemaker.com praying                                               
circles around your biggest                                                     
dreams and greatest fears                                                       
um and you're going to                                                          
let's just for fun let's just go to                                             
their website here                                                              
um here is the young mark batterson                                             
who's never read a bible                                                        
but he's got lots of books behind him                                           
for he so he must be pretty                                                     
smart you got the church campaign                                               
uh let's i tell you what let's pop this                                         
up on the side we'll look at that uh                                            
in a moment uh a sample chapter                                                 
curriculum                                                                      
by the book free resources dream big                                            
pray hard think long um                                                         
so here's oh you can preach the circle                                          



maker now this is handy because                                                 
no preacher to actually spend time in                                           
his                                                                             
bible preparing sermons oh                                                      
but look you can buy the kit                                                    
and what are we going to get one hard                                           
cover book one participant guide one                                            
dvd rom containing four small group                                             
video sessions                                                                  
a getting started guide for sermon                                              
outlines                                                                        
four sermon outlines cha-ching                                                  
i got a month of preaching taken care of                                        
hallelujah                                                                      
where do i sign on the dotted line and                                          
all the church promotional materials                                            
needed to successfully launch and                                               
sustain a four-week church campaign                                             
so that you pastor will not have to                                             
study                                                                           
the bible the sessions                                                          
become a circle maker little people big                                         
risk huge circles this is where we make                                         
up stories that encourage you but are                                           
absolutely false                                                                
praying hard and praying through this is                                        
where we                                                                        
we guilt you praying is like planting                                           
this is where we get you to sign                                                
on the dotted line um                                                           
and uh so there it is uh you can uh you                                         
can get                                                                         
all of uh that uh                                                               
let's uh did that yeah that's the same                                          
page i opened up earlier gets us                                                
right there let's                                                               
tell you what again just for fun                                                
let's see if we can get a sample chapter                                        
uh here we go the legend of                                                     
the circle maker let's build an entire                                          
theology off the legend                                                         
of the circle maker why not why are we                                          
not so                                                                          
discerned why do we not have enough                                             
discernment right there                                                         
to say hey                                                                      
maybe we should just teach the bible                                            
instead of some legend young children                                           
danced in the downpour like it was the                                          
first rainfall they'd ever seen                                                 
and it was parents threw back their                                             
heads opened their mouths and caught                                            
raindrops like they were libations and                                          
they were                                                                       
when it hasn't rained in more than a                                            
year raindrops are like                                                         
the garbage that christians                                                     
accept from publishers                                                          
it's astounding we should just                                                  
write corey we should just write a fake                                         
book someday                                                                    
of every kind of uh                                                             



stupid sentence we could get let's see                                          
if we can get                                                                   
lifeway to publish it uh                                                        
it would be forever remembered as the                                           
day                                                                             
by the way hadn't reigned in more than a                                        
year                                                                            
children who children danced these are                                          
they'd have to be if you use a little                                           
logic                                                                           
um a few one-year-old children can dance                                        
but you know they're just barely                                                
learning to walk and i don't think                                              
they'd be all that excited that                                                 
this is the first rain daddy daddy first                                        
rain i've ever seen                                                             
daddy such stupidity                                                            
it would be forever remembered as the                                           
day except that it had been forgotten                                           
the day thunderclaps applauded the alma                                         
the day thunderclaps                                                            
applauded the i don't know what that                                            
means the day                                                                   
puddle jumping became an act of praise                                          
the day the legend of the circle maker                                          
was born                                                                        
it was the second half of the first                                             
century bc                                                                      
devastating drought threatened to                                               
destroy a generation                                                            
the generation before jesus do you know                                         
by the way that this guy                                                        
honey um if you read about him in                                               
josephus and                                                                    
and there was this real man i've been to                                        
his grave                                                                       
he was actually uh accused                                                      
uh and sentenced by                                                             
the jewish sanhedrin                                                            
as a witch                                                                      
he was sentenced for witchcraft by the                                          
jewish sanhedrin                                                                
and today the baptist are slobbering all                                        
over him because he's the                                                       
he's the pattern of our prayer uh                                               
goes on to say uh you know about                                                
uh all of this uh stuff he had a six                                            
foot stand                                                                      
a staff in his hand honey began to turn                                         
like a math compass his circular                                                
movement was rhythmical and methodical                                          
we don't really know this but it sounds                                         
really good to write it                                                         
90 degrees 100 degrees 80 degrees 270                                           
degrees                                                                         
363 degrees c 164 degrees i'm on the                                            
365 degrees                                                                     
he never looked up as the crowd looked                                          
on                                                                              
it's total bunk garbage                                                         
i you know here here's the issue barbara                                        
barbara says you know you can't just say                                        



it's not good                                                                   
what we should be able to do is say                                             
read the first one two three four                                               
paragraphs we've only gotten three and a                                        
half                                                                            
read the first three and a half                                                 
paragraphs and                                                                  
tell me that this                                                               
your discernment says we should read on                                         
this                                                                            
sounds like a really good biblical book                                         
why isn't there the discernment in the                                          
christian community that says                                                   
yeah this looks like it's going to be                                           
bible-based and                                                                 
and i think i should uh read it                                                 
honey called down the rain                                                      
lord of the universe i swear before your                                        
great name that i will not move from                                            
this circle until you have shown mercy                                          
upon your children                                                              
i demand o god that you send rain                                               
pardon me i think i had too much diet                                           
i i don't know another word other than                                          
to say                                                                          
absolutely stupid and                                                           
and isn't it shameful by the way let's                                          
i don't know if there's any other                                               
bookstores that exist and lifeway                                               
doesn't                                                                         
doesn't mean family family bookstores                                           
they all went out of business you know                                          
why they went out of business because                                           
they were selling junk like this                                                
because nobody was doing any kind of                                            
editing                                                                         
at all uh you know in                                                           
in what they're selling i suppose i                                             
don't know let's uh                                                             
try uh lifeway.com                                                              
we shouldn't have gone there but if you                                         
want to get the beth morse                                                      
living proof simulcast                                                          
there she is ladies and gentlemen                                               
uh ho let's see it's just the circle                                            
maker                                                                           
uh let's see if we can buy it                                                   
from lifeway up and go there we go                                              
oh it's on sale there we go 17.09                                               
you save 10 percent                                                             
this is but this is the expanded edition                                        
so what a deal                                                                  
uh praying circles around your biggest                                          
dreams and greatest fears                                                       
uh you know uh there appears                                                    
to be no um                                                                     
oh they even put it in the nonfiction                                           
category that's strange                                                         
from what i've read it's a legend                                               
shouldn't it be in the fiction category                                         
uh                                                                              
so nobody is saying this is                                                     



garbage we shouldn't sell it at lifeway                                         
but then again you know it's not                                                
surprising                                                                      
because they seem to be purveyors of                                            
garbage                                                                         
and again you wonder why isn't                                                  
why does the southern baptist not not                                           
say                                                                             
what's up here why is                                                           
uh why is this garbage on here                                                  
again i think because they have lost                                            
their way                                                                       
uh thank you barbara it's uh good to see                                        
you i used to be her pastor                                                     
for about five years i guess uh the late                                        
90s that was a fun day in kaufman texas                                         
uh and uh                                                                       
we're we're sounding kenneth copeland                                           
scary that's that's                                                             
that's quite the level isn't it uh                                              
uh yeah um                                                                      
let's see uh chuck says baptists are                                            
gullible                                                                        
anyway i think you're right they've                                             
gullible through it all and                                                     
uh let's see grace alone says i think it                                        
was in 2015 that battered                                                       
batters batterson was the keynote                                               
speaker for bbfi's                                                              
national convention the baptist bible of                                        
fundamenta help me uh um                                                        
i forget all the letters because i don't                                        
co baptist bible fellowship                                                     
international there's                                                           
there it is uh which you know is                                                
is just crazy that uh                                                           
this group which which jay frank norris                                         
am i am i correct jay frank norris                                              
started bbfi                                                                    
jay frank norris had to have been                                               
turning over in his grave                                                       
spinning in his grave maybe digging his                                         
way out of his grave                                                            
to put somebody in their grave to think                                         
that the organization that he started                                           
as a flaming fundamentalist which he was                                        
uh uh learn about if you don't know                                             
about jay frank norris learn about about                                        
j                                                                               
frank norris uh be careful what you read                                        
about j frank norris because uh                                                 
some people don't like him uh but j                                             
frank norris was a                                                              
fascinating individual whether you like                                         
him or not we were talking just                                                 
the other day in our men's breakfast                                            
about these uh young bucks who think                                            
they're                                                                         
something spectacular because they got                                          
5000 people gathered together or 10 000                                         
people in an arena or whatever                                                  
and we were talking about how you know                                          



that that's                                                                     
it's it's uh so uh passe                                                        
that that's been happening all the time                                         
we talked about promise keepers you know                                        
before that                                                                     
prior to that there was uh bill gothard                                         
and his uh                                                                      
um what were those seminars called that                                         
he did basic youth conflicts                                                    
and literally packing arenas uh with it                                         
and i thought i didn't i didn't bring up                                        
but uh jay frank norris                                                         
every sunday night in fort worth texas                                          
uh he he did his church on sunday                                               
morning first baptist church in fort                                            
worth and                                                                       
every sunday night uh he would set up                                           
tents because everybody in fort worth                                           
would come i mean                                                               
everybody figuratively speaking he had                                          
10 000 people                                                                   
in these tents every every week uh                                              
and uh he uh                                                                    
uh you know one of i think i've                                                 
mentioned before                                                                
uh a very interesting                                                           
uh book about jay frank norris see if i                                         
can bring this                                                                  
up um we don't sell it i probably should                                        
it's not a christian                                                            
book it was                                                                     
written by a journalist but had a                                               
forward by bob schieffer remember him                                           
and the book is the shooting                                                    
salvationist jay frank norris and the                                           
murder trial that captivated                                                    
america really is a very                                                        
interesting uh book if you like a uh                                            
a national true crime bestseller uh                                             
and it talks about uh jay frank norris                                          
as                                                                              
see if i can get that up there a little                                         
bit the shooting salvationist                                                   
um the murder trial actually i have to                                          
tell you i listened to it on audiobook i                                        
haven't read the book i've listened to                                          
the book                                                                        
but it's fascinating and learn about j                                          
frank norris so                                                                 
sorry grace alone i got off there a                                             
little bit but that's amazing that in                                           
2015 bbfi the organization which he                                             
started baptist bible                                                           
fellowship international uh that that                                           
was that they had mark batterson as                                             
their keynote speaker                                                           
uh i am uh                                                                      
sure that a lot of um                                                           
uh southern baptist groups and whatnot                                          
have had him as well                                                            
and it really is uh just amazing as dan                                         
says the real fake book                                                         



it's uh definitely um uh                                                        
through that and it and it does just say                                        
our our gullibility uh through all of                                           
that                                                                            
and yeah grace alone helps me out here                                          
the bbfi was started to be an                                                   
answer to the liberal compromise of a                                           
certain                                                                         
other convention uh                                                             
another convention of baptists                                                  
in the south and the bbfi                                                       
uh again baptist bible fellowship                                               
international                                                                   
was founded as an answer a place to go                                          
for those people in that other baptist                                          
convention that was mostly                                                      
southern uh                                                                     
and and it was a it was a good                                                  
a good place to go uh they had a                                                
they the bbfi started a left left uh                                            
drift what                                                                      
80s 90s i don't know my history well                                            
enough                                                                          
of the bbfi to uh to to know exactly                                            
where that was but you know it                                                  
was the place for conservative                                                  
bible-believing baptists together                                               
uh springfield missouri and it was a                                            
good organization but they                                                      
really have drifted and some other                                              
organizations                                                                   
kind of split off there and it sort of                                          
splintered from there                                                           
and there are some like heartland                                               
baptist college is that it                                                      
uh in oklahoma city that kind of drew                                           
off of there and others                                                         
uh a number of fellowships that uh                                              
came out of that uh all that i thought i                                        
find his                                                                        
church history kind of interesting                                              
modern church history um                                                        
rather interesting and uh that modern                                           
baptist history and that would be part                                          
of modern baptist                                                               
history but you know um we've talked                                            
about this a little bit before                                                  
uh in that um                                                                   
the there were a lot of the good                                                
old-time                                                                        
fundamentalists that used to be part of                                         
that other convention remember                                                  
um you know the one in the south                                                
it was mostly southern and they were all                                        
baptists                                                                        
and they met together in a convention                                           
jay frank norris was part of that                                               
he and the guy in dallas                                                        
george w truitt they they were                                                  
if you will the picture of the two                                              
different approaches                                                            
this was back in the 20s and both of                                            



them                                                                            
famous but honestly we've we forget this                                        
today because george debbie truett's                                            
name has lived uh longer                                                        
but uh uh jay frank norris                                                      
was was better known than george w                                              
truett                                                                          
jay frank norris at the first baptist                                           
church of fort worth                                                            
his church was bigger and his influence                                         
was bigger through                                                              
his uh newspaper was it the sword of the                                        
lord                                                                            
one of those famous newspapers jay frank                                        
norris                                                                          
had a bigger audience a a bigger                                                
publication                                                                     
a bigger church than george w truitt at                                         
the first baptist church of dallas                                              
now truitt's thinking is what                                                   
the southern baptist convention adopted                                         
uh john                                                                         
r rice uh lester roloff                                                         
uh even um jack hiles                                                           
uh you could go you could you could name                                        
dozens of names like that that were                                             
part of the southern baptist convention                                         
that moved off then                                                             
and went either with bbfi or independent                                        
uh                                                                              
or whatever strain that they went on and                                        
it's kind of interesting to uh follow                                           
there and to see now uh i've got again                                          
somewhere here a book                                                           
from um                                                                         
john r rice uh it's a comp                                                      
a compilation of articles from john rice                                        
in his newspaper which was the sword of                                         
the lord                                                                        
uh and it was through the 60s and 70s                                           
warning about the liberal drift of the                                          
southern baptist convention                                                     
now the southern baptist convention of                                          
the 60s and 70s                                                                 
you know was a right-wing fundamentalist                                        
compared to where it is today                                                   
and yet he was seeing the roots                                                 
of these things into the future and he                                          
was writing about it and it turns out                                           
that                                                                            
unfortunately it turns out uh that he                                           
was right well let's uh                                                         
look uh from our friend joel up in grand                                        
rapids bible doctrines to live by                                               
what uh who excuse me who do you believe                                        
to be the                                                                       
the in matthew                                                                  
16 19. is it peter                                                              
or the apostles as a group if it is                                             
peter alone                                                                     
does this give credence to rome and the                                         
papacy                                                                          



coming down through peter excellent uh                                          
question matthew 16 verse 19                                                    
is one of those uh really um uh                                                 
well-known                                                                      
scriptures where it says in the upper                                           
right-hand corner of your screen i will                                         
give                                                                            
unto thee the keys of the kingdom of                                            
heaven and whatsoever thou shalt bind on                                        
earth shall be bound in heaven                                                  
whatsoever thou shalt loose on earth                                            
shall be loosed in heaven now i do take                                         
this                                                                            
as individual not as a group                                                    
uh just the grammar itself the                                                  
is a singular as you see                                                        
right at the little bottom of the screen                                        
there uh pronoun                                                                
uh second person singular day of                                                
singular                                                                        
thou also is a singular                                                         
and uh of course as you know uh uh                                              
the and thou is singular ye and yours is                                        
plural and so if it had been if the keys                                        
had been given to a group                                                       
it would have said i give unto you the                                          
keys to the kingdom of heaven                                                   
and whatsoever you shall bind on earth                                          
shall be bound in heaven                                                        
this is one of those things that helps                                          
us and name it and claim it because we                                          
can't claim this because we're not peter                                        
if it was to you we might be able to                                            
generalize that and say you the apostles                                        
which became you the church obviously i                                         
don't buy that theology but that's what                                         
some would do                                                                   
and therefore you the church can claim                                          
to have the keys of                                                             
the kingdom of new combined and you can                                         
lose and that's of course where the                                             
charismatics go with that and                                                   
and uh many who don't think they're                                             
charismatic but actually our name didn't                                        
claim it                                                                        
now i think this is is to peter                                                 
now let me give a slight bit of kudos to                                        
the roman catholics                                                             
the roman catholics take the scripture                                          
literally their problem is they do not                                          
rightly divide                                                                  
so the roman catholics are correct                                              
that god gave to peter himself the keys                                         
to their kin                                                                    
to the kingdom so this does give                                                
credence to rome                                                                
and the papacy coming down through peter                                        
now here's the problem                                                          
what the roman catholic church fails to                                         
recognize                                                                       
is that uh                                                                      
that peter held the keys to the kingdom                                         



but he did not pass them on to anybody                                          
furthermore we see jesus for example in                                         
the first chapter of the book of                                                
revelation it appears that jesus is                                             
holding those keys                                                              
he says he doesn't use the word kingdom                                         
but he says i have the keys to                                                  
death and hell or i have the keys to                                            
life and death i'm paraphrasing there                                           
you can check that out in roman                                                 
revelation chapter one so it looks like                                         
jesus now has the keys                                                          
and clearly we see peter                                                        
quit binding and loosing and opening and                                        
closing if you will                                                             
that came to an end and the roman                                               
catholic church                                                                 
then they began by not rightly dividing                                         
they said we the roman catholic church                                          
are the kingdom and                                                             
that is where they completely go wrong                                          
they say we are the kingdom                                                     
and we continue to hold                                                         
the keys the spiritual keys and                                                 
therefore                                                                       
only if you're roman catholic can you                                           
come into the kingdom                                                           
only if you have uh the authority of the                                        
pope                                                                            
can you receive the sacraments and thus                                         
receive the grace                                                               
so in their strictest theology they take                                        
this very literally and they're exactly                                         
right                                                                           
except that they forget to divide                                               
they forget paul altogether they are                                            
completely                                                                      
a peter oriented church and then they                                           
use replacement theology                                                        
in there so if you want to see what                                             
happens when you don't rightly divide                                           
just look at the roman catholic church                                          
they're the epitome                                                             
of wrong a failure to rightly divide                                            
uh excellent uh question dwayne on                                              
facebook what do you think of the                                               
thought that jesus led the old testament                                        
saints out of paradise                                                          
during his death it's a common thought                                          
he took captivity captive                                                       
took the old testament saints led them                                          
into heaven i think that is a lot of                                            
isages on that particular passage he                                            
took captivity captive                                                          
that's a statement which is hard                                                
for us to completely say yeah this is                                           
exactly what it means                                                           
some theologian said it means that he                                           
led the old testament saints out of                                             
paradise uh                                                                     
and took them up to heaven with him in                                          
his                                                                             



uh in his death and                                                             
then it was repeated enough times that                                          
this is exactly what it means he took a                                         
captivity captive                                                               
i think if we just let the scripture say                                        
what it says                                                                    
that phrase took captivity captive is                                           
actually a an old testament quote                                               
and it it uh is an old testament quote                                          
about the second coming of jesus christ                                         
not about the resurrection of jesus                                             
christ and tells us what's going to                                             
happen                                                                          
in the end that he is going to take                                             
the the universe in all of its captivity                                        
and he is going to take it captive for                                          
himself                                                                         
i think that's the more responsible uh                                          
biblical exegesis reading out of                                                
scripture instead of reading into                                               
scripture                                                                       
so uh do some theologians believe that                                          
he took                                                                         
paradise the paradise part of sheol and                                         
took them up to heaven with him                                                 
yes some of them do uh can you make an                                          
argument for it yeah you can i just                                             
think it's a weak argument                                                      
uh i think that taking kept captivity                                           
captive refers more to what he's going                                          
to do                                                                           
at the second coming when he uh                                                 
stands in total victory and                                                     
all things are under his feet to use                                            
psalm 8                                                                         
and hebrews chapter 2 which says we                                             
don't see all things under his feet now                                         
but we will                                                                     
and i think that all things under his                                           
feet being in submission unto him                                               
that is taking captivity captive it's a                                         
reference to                                                                    
the second coming so uh                                                         
yeah you can find someone who says it                                           
you can you can find what appears to be                                         
a decent                                                                        
argument in it uh but                                                           
um just uh not                                                                  
not really uh coming together uh there                                          
uh i am uh out of time as i have been                                           
all week but uh                                                                 
there's i got a couple of uh uh things                                          
here                                                                            
um jamie up in washington what are your                                         
impressions of bsf bible study                                                  
fellowship very popular weekly bible                                            
study gatherings i think at one time                                            
bsf did a good job                                                              
at gathering lady                                                               
ladies mostly but they have a men's                                             
group too                                                                       
gathering ladies together for                                                   



pure content related bible study i like                                         
content bible study that is we just want                                        
to come together we want to know what                                           
the bible means                                                                 
bsf uh was very                                                                 
uh non-denominational uh                                                        
in that they did not want                                                       
uh you know a baptist slant on                                                  
on the scripture or a methodist slant uh                                        
they really required their groups to                                            
to have enough different denominations                                          
that it it didn't look like it was a                                            
baptist thing or a bible church                                                 
thing or a methodist thing or any of                                            
that                                                                            
and and the founders of bsf really                                              
strictly                                                                        
wanted you just wanted you to know this                                         
is what the bible says                                                          
doctrinally theologically the                                                   
conclusions we leave that to another day                                        
but somewhere they got off that                                                 
today bsf if you look at the bsf notes                                          
there's a whole lot of uh how does this                                         
make you feel                                                                   
what do you think this means uh what                                            
uh in in your life experience uh how has                                        
this been shown to be true in your life                                         
and it's it's gone that direction uh a                                          
few years ago they adopted the                                                  
new international version is i think the                                        
version that they go from that tells a                                          
lot about them as well                                                          
uh so it's as so many it's a once good                                          
bible study organization that taught                                            
just uh pure                                                                    
pure bible content and it doesn't do                                            
that today unfortunately                                                        
very few organizations do that today                                            
it's what we try to do                                                          
what i try to do in our bible studies on                                        
wednesday night on thursday night uh not                                        
as strongly as                                                                  
you know necessarily uh some you could                                          
if you wanted to do this                                                        
uh what's the other organization out of                                         
chattanooga tennessee uh used to do the                                         
same thing too precepts                                                         
uh and precepts again they got caught by                                        
their own doctrine and theology and they                                        
read that all into uh                                                           
and now it's just a calvinist uh                                                
promotion                                                                       
organization um but it used to be                                               
what what does this scripture say we                                            
need                                                                            
more of that join me tonight for ezekiel                                        
at 7 pm and we'll try to find out what                                          
unfortunately again hard to find just                                           
that kind of bible study and                                                    
and those of us who are christians let's                                        
begin to demand                                                                 



more of that from our pastor from                                               
organizations                                                                   
uh let them know what we want is                                                
that's what that's what we need bible                                           
content                                                                         
we can connect our own dots later we're                                         
smart enough you don't have to protect                                          
us from the bank                                                                
charging us an extra buck we'll figure                                          
all this out                                                                    
but we need the bible content great uh                                          
need for that that's what sunday school                                         
should be by the way                                                            
uh bob says whatever happened to rick                                           
warren haven't heard anything about him                                         
recently or even before that i think                                            
he's uh still going but uh uh                                                   
i this is total speculation his son                                             
committed suicide a few years ago i                                             
think                                                                           
probably the grief uh from that                                                 
uh the fact that he's uh getting a                                              
little older                                                                    
the fact that he's now so ecumenical                                            
that uh                                                                         
he's working more in ngo                                                        
organizations you know none what is it                                          
non-governmental whatever                                                       
uh and uh his ministry has gone to uh                                           
doing stuff that the red cross could do                                         
and so we don't hear as much about him                                          
but i suppose he's still a thriving                                             
business                                                                        
in all that um and                                                              
who knows maybe not stephen says my                                             
father-in-law joe boyd was good                                                 
friends with jade frank norris those                                            
texas evangelists and preachers were a                                          
robust and rowdy bunch and they were                                            
uh the rank uh uh                                                               
two uh uh too liberal by the new york                                           
city riverside uh church elites                                                 
uh yeah thank you uh uh                                                         
stephen in winston-salem uh                                                     
son-in-law of joe boyd one of the great                                         
evangelists jay frank norris                                                    
they were a robust and rowdy bunch you                                          
think                                                                           
you think i had too much diet coke this                                         
morning oh                                                                      
and yeah amazing                                                                
uh but be nice to see some of them                                              
around                                                                          
okay i'm way out of time let's see manny                                        
sorry                                                                           
i'm gonna get to your question first                                            
thing tomorrow uh                                                               
you can ask about saints all you want uh                                        
we're glad                                                                      
that you did um and uh                                                          
linda thanks for joining us for the                                             
closing here uh                                                                 



not you i hope you're having good                                               
travels uh                                                                      
in over there on the left coast uh                                              
just get your time zones right                                                  
especially for                                                                  
the bible conference that starts                                                
uh tomorrow night 6 p.m                                                         
mountain time and uh i'll tell you what                                         
uh let's close uh today i'll see you                                            
tonight at 7 pm mountain time for                                               
ezekiel tomorrow 6 p.m                                                          
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                


